Lynn.Jost: Darren Duerksen and John Richardson wrote Christian Leader
article: Learning from the Spiritual but Not Religious--probably February
issue
Lynn.Jost:
Faith for Exiles: 5 Ways for a New Generation to Follow Jesus in Digital
Babylon Hardcover, September 3, 2019
by David Kinnaman (Author), Mark Matlock (Author), Aly Hawkins (Author)
Lynn.Jost: "What is an Anabaptist Christian?" Palmer Becker: Jesus is
the center of our faith; community is the center of our life;
reconciliation is the center of our work (ministry/mission).
Lynn.Jost: You can download "What is An Anabaptist Christian?"
https://www.mennonitemission.net/Downloads/DL.MissioDei18.E.pdf
Neighborhood Church:
I would also suggest Tim Elmore’s latest,
Generation Z Unfiltered.
Lynn.Jost: March 1, 2019 Christian Leader
Nones‚

Learning from the ‚Dones, and

What can those who are done with church‚ but not with spirituality, teach
us?
Darren Duerksen and John Richardson
Dan Strutz: If we are to believe that the church is a "believers church"
-- I assume that for that it is a believer who "belongs" to the church (I
could be misunderstanding that). So, when we say "belonging" what are
they belonging to? Can we speak to: is there a line before "belonging"
(ie welcome here) to "belonging" (a member of the body)?
Mark Isaac: In my son's undergrad research "From Deep Faith to Deep
Apostacy" he found that the biggest loss "nones" and "dones" feel in
leaving their faith is community. That's a nod to our Anabaptist
perspective, and good reason for putting "belong" before
"believe/behave".
Mark Isaac: Also, "Faith No More: Why People Reject Religion" by Phil
Zuckerman, Oxford 2012, is a resource full of stories from those who left
faith.
John Richardson: Mark- so appreciate your vulnerability and input
Chris Bennett: It’s the difference between a bounded set and a centered
set way of viewing the church
Lynn.Jost: Paul Hiebert is the missiologist who talked about open and
bounded sets
Kyle Goings: What were the two books Jamie shared about stories again?
Jamie Mack: Shaped by the Story by Michael Novelli
. Also...Enter the Story: 7 Experiences to Unlock the Bible for your

Students by Michael Novelli.
Jamie Mack: Both books offer great creative ideas (and CD resource) to
use with students (and adapt creatively to young adults)
Lynn.Jost: Thanks, Jamie!
Dan Strutz: I appreciate some of the thoughts. Just aiming to see if
there are any boundaries for those that have not believed yet.
Dereje/ Avenue Denver : I am grateful for the webinar. I am benefiting a
lot for my congregation that is completely either Millennial or Gen-z
Mark Isaac: Thankfully it looks like Palmer still lives!
Stephen:
What about a webinar around those 3 things? (Anabaptist:
Jesus is the center of our faith; community is the center of our life;
reconciliation is the center of our work)
Stephen:
Not the same as being face to face, but would generate
interest, for sure!
Dinagonzalezpina: yes, I would especially interested in the work of
reconciliation in our multicultural family
Lynn.Jost: Lori Taylor will be sending a recording link of this; feel
free to share with others

